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"Linking up country-specific developments with global economic trends is of upmost importance for sound business decisions. The KKG is the place where you get just that."

Peter Westerheide,
Chief Economist - Head of Economic Intelligence, BASF

"It takes the combination of scientific fundamentals, institutional insights, and practitioners’ experience to come up with a solid economic outlook. This has proven to be the success factor of the KKG business cycle forum that brings together business leaders, policy makers, and academia in vibrant and mutually stimulating debates."

Adolfo Laurenti,
Global Economist - Bank J. Safra Sarasin

Never miss the latest information on upcoming KKGs: Join our mailing list by sending a message to kkg@ifw-kiel.de.
CONFERENCE

The Kieler Konjunkturgespräche (KKG) is the Kiel Institute's flagship conference on international business cycle analysis. Here we share our research work and discuss global macroeconomic issues with other forecasters, policy-makers, and business leaders.

For over 40 years, this bi-annual series of conferences is well-established in the international forecasting community. Traditionally, the KKG venue alternates between Kiel (spring) and Berlin (autumn).

PARTICULARS

The registration fee (€180) includes:

- Admission to all presentations, speeches, discussions
- Conference material (slides)
- Dinner
- Lunch
- Coffee breaks

Government officials, media representatives, and sponsors are exempt from the registration fee.

CONTENT

The basis for the KKG is provided by presentations by national and international experts on economic perspectives for important countries and regions as well as on pressing issues for economic policy.

Also, the Kiel Institute's Forecasting Center presents its latest forecasts and analyses on the German economy, the Euro area economy, and the world economy, and it discusses global macroeconomic topics with other business cycle experts, policy-makers, and business representatives. The conference language is English.